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Buchanan was no saint. And some of his ideas may have been mistaken. But I 
think his chief ambitions were to better understand democracy and to improve its 
operation than to undermine it. Nancy MacLean’s picture of him is distorted in many 
details and extremely implausible overall. I, for one, am far from convinced.

Geoffrey Brennan, Duke University 
10.1215/00182702-7023602
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The intersection of history and economics can be dangerous territory indeed, as man-
ifest in the reception of historian Nancy MacLean’s recent biography of economist 
James Buchanan, Democracy in Chains: The Deep History of the Radical Right’s 
Stealth Plan for America. Immediately upon publication, the book was attacked by 
Buchanan’s admirers, former students, and libertarian fellow travelers, who made a 
summer parlor game out of tracking MacLean’s alleged misquotations, misrepresen-
tations, and misunderstandings. MacLean rallied fellow historians to protect her from 
a Koch-topus style campaign to destroy her reputation and further accused her adver-
saries of trying to game the book’s Amazon ratings and Google search results.1 While 
the controversy itself is almost worth its own review essay, it is vital to assess 
MacLean’s book as scholarship and to mine it for insights about the current state of 
history, economics, and the relationship between the two.

Democracy in Chains promised to do many important things: insert Buchanan and 
public choice theory into our history of conservative thought and politics; highlight 
antidemocratic tendencies in libertarian thought; and probe the intersection of midcen-
tury libertarianism, Southern segregation, and white supremacy. Unfortunately, the 
book is too heated, partisan, and shallow to accomplish these tasks successfully. Even 
more unfortunately, at a moment when the nation desperately needs new and creative 
political thinking, of the kind that often emerges out of liminal spaces between ideol-
ogies and academic disciplines, the book serves to reinscribe a Manichean right/ left 
binary onto the past. Rife with distortions and inaccuracies, the book is above all a 

1. For those who missed it, a summary is found in Marc Parry, “A New History of the Right 
Has Become an Intellectual Flashpoint,” The Chronicle Review, July 19, 2017.
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missed opportunity to encourage critical thought about intellectual and political 
change on the American right.

Democracy in Chains makes a number of interrelated arguments. The most basic 
is that James Buchanan is the underappreciated architect of what MacLean calls the 
“radical right,” and speci¥cally the intellectual who provided billionaire Charles 
Koch with the overarching strategy he chose to follow while funding an array of 
free-market institutions and organizations, ranging from George Mason University 
to the American Legislative Exchange Council. MacLean also argues that among 
Buchanan’s primary intellectual inspirations is Southern political theorist John C. 
Calhoun, who should be considered the “intellectual lodestar” of libertarianism or 
public choice theory (xxxii). She further argues that despite explicit claims in favor of 
liberty, Buchanan, Koch, and the larger libertarian movement are primarily driven by 
opposition to democracy and the goal of establishing an oligarchical society with few 
restrictions on capital and signi¥cantly reduced democratic participation. Recogniz-
ing the goal of oligarchy and capital supremacy to be unable to win popular support, 
the movement operates in a stealth fashion that disguises its true goals and intents, 
akin to a “¥fth column assault on American democratic governance” (xxx).

Buchanan, Libertarians, Koch

MacClean’s claim about Buchanan’s relevance to libertarianism, while overstated, is 
an important contribution. The Nobel laureate Buchanan unquestionably deserves to 
be placed in the ¥rmament of libertarian thinkers, and has been unduly neglected even 
as conservative intellectual history has become a booming ¥eld. At the same time, 
among libertarians and conservatives, Buchanan clearly lacks the broad reach, popular 
appeal, and lasting impact of other thinkers such as F. A. Hayek, Milton Friedman, and 
Ayn Rand. MacLean would have been on ¥rmer terrain if she had speci¥ed just who 
was reading Buchanan and more thoroughly documented his influence. Was he 
important to the libertarian movement that grew out of the student right and Objectiv-
ism? The Libertarian Party? The Rothbard/ Ron Paul wing? Austrian economists? 
Movement conservatives who found Buchanan’s critique of government salient? Neo-
conservatives bent on showing the unintended consequences of Great Society pro-
grams? Professors of political science? Professors of economics? Republican primary 
voters? D.C. operatives? Rather than trace the impact of Buchanan’s ideas, MacLean 
relies on billionaire Charles Koch as a synecdoche for libertarianism as a whole.

MacLean has ample documentation of the relationship between Buchanan and 
Koch, but she tends to overstate its importance. Clearly Koch found something of value 
in Buchanan, and particularly his academic status (indeed, his interest in Buchanan 
quickened after he won the Nobel Prize). Yet as her own book documents, the collabo-
ration between two men was short and conªicted (201–4). Additionally, because of her 
narrow focus on Buchanan as representative libertarian thinker and Koch as represen-
tative libertarian, MacLean tends to attribute too many of Koch’s ideas to Buchanan’s 
inªuence. For example, while she claims that Koch thought of Buchanan’s ideas as a 
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“missing tool” and “superior technology” (193–94), looking at the fuller document she 
cites reveals that Koch rather considered the ideas of competition and market-based 
incentives the winning strategy.2 Accordingly, he funded not simply Buchanan but a 
broad array of institutions, organizations, and thinkers, and then sat back to watch 
which one performed the best. This was not the application of Buchanan’s ideas, unless 
you believe that Buchanan was the ¥rst to claim competition is bene¥cial, but rather 
Koch’s own system of market-based management (MBM), which he developed decades 
before he met Buchanan and implemented across his own conglomerate.

Unfortunately, MacLean gives almost no attention to the areas in which Buchanan 
did have deep inªuence and in which he is widely known: the academic ¥elds of polit-
ical science and political theory. Indeed, Buchanan was among a group of scholars 
who took a certain approach to economics—classical price theory, as perfected and 
taught at the University of Chicago by a generation of legendary teachers including 
Buchanan’s advisor Frank Knight—and applied it to other ¥elds, among them legal 
analysis and political science. On the most basic level, Buchanan’s school of public 
choice asked what happened when the economic assumption of self-interested behav-
ior was imported to the political realm. This was part of a larger movement across the 
social sciences, sometimes called “economics imperialism,” in which ideas of incen-
tives, supply and demand, and marginal analysis upended traditional assumptions, 
recreated ¥elds, and made reputations. Buchanan’s ideas were also indebted to the 
postwar emergence of game theory, a branch of mathematics which attempted to quan-
tify human decision making. Under the ªag of rational choice theory, game theory 
came to dominate social science disciplines like political science and remains inªuen-
tial today. Game theory was also part of a larger efªorescence of new scienti¥c think-
ing that yielded information theory, cybernetics, and computer science. None of this 
basic intellectual context makes it into Democracy in Chains. As a result, MacLean 
tends to misinterpret what Buchanan is doing, for example, taking the unanimity rule 
in The Calculus of Consent as a serious proposition Buchanan aspired to implement, 
rather than an analytic bridge between market and political decisions.3

Nor is MacLean interested in economics, the discipline in which Buchanan 
trained. A more typical approach to intellectual history would take Buchanan’s aca-
demic ¥eld as foundational, even if—and perhaps especially—his approach was het-
erodox. MacLean largely ignores the historical ¥gures that Buchanan cited in his 
work or placed in portraiture on his of¥ce walls. She pays scant attention to Frank 
Knight, who is often credited with launching the careers of other storied conserva-
tives of Buchanan’s day. In fact, MacLean pays little attention to Buchanan himself. 
She writes of his “existing ‘antigovernment’ feelings” when he arrived at the Univer-

2. Charles Koch, “Creating a Science of Liberty,” January 11, 1997, archived at web.archive.
org/web/20080828131349/www.cgkfoundation.org/creating-a-science-of-liberty.

3. “The notion that the attainment of unanimity in support provides the test for the validity 
of speci¥c propositions advanced by the political economist should be sharply distinguished 
from the notion that the rule of unanimity should be chosen at the constitutional level as the 
appropriate decision-making rule for collective choices.” James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tull-
ock, The Calculus of Consent: Logical Foundations of Constitutional Democracy (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, [1962] 1965), 94.
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sity of Chicago, glossing over Buchanan’s own testimony that he was a “socialist” 
upon beginning graduate studies (36).4 Perhaps MacLean considers these the unreli-
able reminiscences of an ideologue. Nonetheless, any serious account of Buchanan’s 
life would ¥nd a putative ideological conversion from left to right worthy of mention, 
if not extended examination.

Buchanan and Calhoun

What does interest MacLean is an ostensible connection between Buchanan and 
John C. Calhoun, the nineteenth-century politician best known for defending slavery 
and propounding the doctrine of nulli¥cation. It is this connection that has most mys-
ti¥ed critics of MacLean. There is no evidence that Calhoun was an important thinker 
for Buchanan, and MacLean strains to make the connection. She has as evidence work 
by Koch-funded anarcho-capitalist Murray Rothbard, and an article by later public 
choice scholars reªecting on symmetry between Calhoun’s ideas and public choice (1, 
2). MacLean also enlists the Southern Agrarians as a sort of proxy for Calhoun, patch-
ing together a chain of weak associations. Vanderbilt was “no doubt a draw” for young 
farm boy Buchanan; and Vanderbilt was where Donald Davidson, “who seemed most 
decisive in Jim Buchanan’s emerging intellectual system” was a professor (33). But 
Buchanan never made it to Vanderbilt, never met Donaldson, and, for good measure, 
never dropped his name. And whither Calhoun? The inference seems to be that if 
Buchanan was drawn to the Southern Agrarians, he must also have been inªuenced by 
Calhoun, hovering in the background of the Southern intellectual tradition.

While it is always dif¥cult to establish inªuence between thinkers or across gener-
ations, MacLean is working at the edge of accepted historical methodology, relying on 
assertion and suggestion rather than evidence. Such a move is not impermissible, par-
ticularly for a senior scholar, or for a topic that has generated few surviving documents. 
But typically, an analytic stretch of this nature would be quali¥ed more directly in the 
text, and draw strength from previous discussions rooted ¥rmly in archival or docu-
mentary evidence. Or, it would be buttressed by the scholar’s immersion in the oeuvre 
of the thinker in question. To insinuate a connection between a reviled racist and an 
esteemed contemporary ¥gure with such ªimsy evidence is risky business. But empha-
sizing Calhoun ¥ts with MacLean’s larger scholarly effort to document connections 
between the conservative movement and Southern regionalism, or what she called in 
the title of a separate essay, “Neo-Confederacy Versus the New Deal.”5

Unfortunately, this unconvincing account of Calhoun’s inªuence serves to under-
mine MacLean’s important larger project to raise questions about the connections 
between libertarianism and civil rights. MacLean is trying to do intellectual history, not 

4. Niclas Berggren, “James M. Buchanan Jr.: Ideological Pro¥les of the Economics Laure-
ates,” Econ Journal Watch 10 (3), September 2013: 292-299, econjwatch.org/file_down-
load/718/BuchananIPEL.pdf.

5. Nancy MacLean, “Neo-Confederacy Versus the New Deal: The Regional Utopia of the 
Modern American Right,” in The Myth of Southern Exceptionalism, edited by Matthew D. 
Lassiter and Joseph Crespino, 308–29. New York: Oxford University Press, 2010.
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history of ideas, so she treats the historical context in which Buchanan’s ideas developed 
as relevant and meaningful. Surely it is; surely the fact that Buchanan was a Southerner, 
alert to the passage of Brown vs. Board of Education, says something. Even more telling 
is his willingness to intervene deliberately in the debate over segregated schools, and his 
failure, as she tells it, to contemplate the injustice of state sanctioned segregation and the 
loss of education for African American students. Buchanan’s effort to advance private 
school vouchers amid Virginia’s desegregation crisis “depended on indifference, at best, 
to the harm being inªicted on African-Americans” she notes (69). In discussing Buchan-
an’s school privatization proposal, MacLean handles surefootedly the snarled intersec-
tion of racism, economic fears, and social philosophy, arguing for a “both/and” analysis 
while dinging Buchanan for brushing aside racism as a factor (69).

One need not make Buchanan into a mustache twirling villain in order to wonder 
why he did not decry segregation as a violation of individual rights. Why was 
state-enforced segregation not a primary target of a movement that claimed individ-
ual freedom as its standard? If Buchanan and his colleague Warren Nutter merely 
took instrumental advantage of upheaval over civil rights to advance their inde-
pendently developed system for school vouchers, nonetheless was it not incumbent 
upon them to contemplate how vouchers might underwrite white supremacy, a social 
system based on collective tribalism rather than respect for individuals? More 
broadly, how did libertarians of the time think about potential conªicts between indi-
vidual rights and property rights? We know that at least one famous libertarian, Barry 
Goldwater, voted against the 1964 Civil Rights Act despite a record of racial liberal-
ism, arguing it was an unconstitutional extension of federal power. Yet we also know 
that without this legislation, and the follow-on Voting Rights Act, racial apartheid 
would have been left untouched in the United States. Libertarianism has always 
claimed to be scrupulously colorblind. Yet given Buchanan’s quietude in the face of 
segregation, MacLean is right to question the force and meaning of liberty as a polit-
ical ideal. If the original sin of American history is slavery, then the original sin of 
conservatism and libertarianism is silence in the face of segregation.

These questions remain pressing today, given recent controversies over the rela-
tionship between libertarianism and the alt-right. Indeed, one reason MacLean’s 
book generated so much interest is that it landed squarely amid a debate over the 
racial politics of libertarianism. Just as the rise of Donald Trump and white national-
ism has split the Republican Party, so too has a cleavage emerged within libertarian-
ism. Movement elders have attempted to draw a bright line between Trump-style 
white nationalism and the classical liberal or libertarian tradition, even as critics from 
the left insist libertarianism has always been tainted by racism.6 Although inspired by 
contemporary overlap between libertarian and alt-right circles, this thickly partisan 

6. For representative discussion, see John Ganz, “Libertarians Have More in Common with 
the Alt-Right Than They Want You to Think,” The Washington Post, September 19, 2017, 
www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/news/posteverything/wp/2017/09/19/libertarians-have-
more-in-common-with-the-alt-right-than-they-want-you-to-think/; Jeffrey Tucker, “Five Dif-
ferences Between the Alt-Right and Libertarianism,” August 26, 2016, Foundation for Eco-
nomic Organization, fee.org/articles/¥ve-differences-between-the-alt-right-and-libertarians/.
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debate draws on history: the left cites Ron Paul’s racist newsletters, and will now look 
to MacLean; the right cites principled statements against racism.

It is a potential moment of recalibration, coming at a propitious time when basic 
categories of left and right are in ªux. One could ¥nd an analogous moment in the left’s 
post–Second World War reckoning with Communism. Amid the roar of McCarthy-
ism was a more thoughtful reconsideration of the boundaries between caring and 
coercion, planning and commanding, political passion and dangerous zealotry. Could 
an honest assessment of past alliances and moral failures create a similar renaissance 
on the center-right? Can libertarians, who often think of themselves as a blend of left 
and right, avoid being lumped in with Donald Trump? MacLean’s answer to these 
questions, it seems safe to say, would be no. Her portrait of Buchanan and those who 
¥nd his ideas compelling is dark, with no possibility of redemption. Buchanan is, 
quite literally, an “evil genius” (42).

Opposition to Democracy

Because MacLean roots public choice so deeply in the segregationist South, and 
neglects the broader intellectual context in which it developed, she makes it dif¥cult 
to understand the appeal of Buchanan’s ideas to anyone who is not a Southern segre-
gationist. There are valid criticisms of public choice; MacLean’s opening critique that 
the ¥eld promotes “a cynicism so toxic that, if widely believed, it could eat like acid 
at the foundations of civic life” has resonance (xxx). But MacLean does her readers a 
disservice by failing to explain how public choice could appeal outside a highly 
charged political context. She also ignores the branches of public choice that focus on 
cooperative action rather than market behavior. The rise of economics as a discipline 
in postwar America, the dominance of models in social science, and the appeal of 
formalism across academia are all critical parts of the story. When twinned with her 
equally thin treatment of libertarian ideas, what emerges is a simpli¥ed portrait of 
social and political change driven by all-powerful elites.

This simpli¥ed history is underwritten by an equally simplistic glori¥cation of 
democracy. In the text, democracy functions as a sacred ideal, and to question it is a 
thought crime (223). But had MacLean dug into the larger intellectual history of public 
choice, she would have found that questions about democracy lie at its core, and are not 
unique to James Buchanan or conservative and libertarian academics. She would also 
have found that entire academic ¥elds exist which actively question democracy as a 
system of government, analyzing its strengths, weaknesses, inef¥ciencies, unique fea-
tures, and so forth. Most academics and intellectuals pursuing these questions live in 
democratic systems and have no interest in overturning the American system of gov-
ernment, even if their analysis seems to prove, say, that democracy can never be fair.7

Again, MacLean’s eagerness for a conviction leads her to browbeat the jury. No one 
who has read extensively in the libertarian corpus can fail to detect hesitation about 
democracy—often openly stated—or at the very least a worry over the prospect that 

7. Kenneth J. Arrow, Social Choice and Individual Values (New York: Wiley, 1951).
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popular sovereignty and private property rights might clash. Those deeply attuned to 
American history, as MacLean is, will hear in this an echo of the very ¥rst debates 
over the Constitution, created by slaveholders and crafted speci¥cally to allay their 
fears of losing human property. Yet does that automatically mean that in the twentieth 
century, private property is a code for white supremacy? And how should we under-
stand the broader set of relationships between democracy and various political ideol-
ogies on the American scene? Is liberalism unabashedly always and everywhere pro-
democratic? Does progressivism have its own shade of doubt about democracy? Are 
movements of the far left democratic?

What makes Buchanan’s musings on democracy so problematic to MacLean is the 
existence of a deep-pocketed ally, Charles Koch, who MacLean believes to be work-
ing to implement Buchanan’s antidemocratic vision. In an era of dubious redistricting 
and spurious crusades against voter fraud, MacLean is right to worry. But she would 
do better to focus her outrage on the speci¥c groups and efforts working to restrict the 
franchise, rather than erecting Buchanan as their all-knowing puppeteer. With the 
exception of privatizing Social Security, MacLean pays little attention to the actual 
public policy reforms Buchanan proposed: a balanced budget amendment and con¥s-
catory estate taxes. Rather than grapple with these proposals, which reveal Buchan-
an’s limitations as a political strategist, she takes a detour to Chile, claiming to have 
discovered new documentary evidence linking Buchanan to the despised Pinochet 
regime. She summarizes newspaper accounts of lectures he gave in Chile, and cites 
letters of invitation that demonstrate political ¥gures were interested in his ideas. But 
her strongest evidence for Buchanan’s involvement, paradoxically, is that he never 
spoke about it again: “Buchanan’s enduring silence spoke loudly” (162). Somehow, 
MacLean interprets this as proof of Buchanan’s impact, speculating he was cowed by 
the experience of Milton Friedman, who was publically criticized for his visit to 
Chile. Yet it is hard to imagine the abrasive Buchanan remaining quiet if he genuinely 
believed the Chilean constitution to be an expression of the ideas he had spent his 
career developing, no matter the political consequences. More likely, Buchanan found 
whatever aspects of the Chilean constitution that resembled his ideas, such as super-
majorities for constitutional change, to be overshadowed by the authoritarian and 
militaristic features of the document. When it comes to Social Security reform, 
MacLean has better evidence about Buchanan’s proposals and strategy. But did con-
servatives really need James Buchanan to teach them that an assault on Social Secu-
rity was “political suicide” (178)?

The ¥nal theme MacLean develops is that of secrecy. Deception is necessary, 
MacLean believes, because libertarians understand that they are running a vast con 
game, talking about liberty when their real goal is “to concentrate vast wealth, so as 
to deny elementary fairness and freedom to the many” (234). The contention that 
ideas about limited government are mere smoke screen for material interests or racial 
prejudice is common in left critiques of the right. According to many analysts of the 
libertarian right, for all their talk about limited government, what libertarians really 
want is a strong state to enforce market discipline, perhaps even a dictatorship. Chile 
fascinates because it seems to reveal this unholy bargain and lay bare the amoral 
calculus of capitalism’s supporters.
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Now when it comes to political ideologies, a gap between intent and action, theory 
and praxis is not unknown. Many a mass murderer has claimed to be uplifting the 
proletariat or the nation. Famous libertarians like Rand and Friedman made stirring 
statements about the inseparability of economic and political freedom. It would be 
interesting to discover these sentiments masked, or ran parallel, with their opposites. 
Sifting through the ideals, ironies, intentions, unintended consequences, compro-
mises, and unexpected alliances endemic to any political movement is what historians 
are ideally poised to do, given the perspective of time, the mandate to incorporate 
context and perspective, and the methodology of archival investigation.

But uncovering hidden resonances and ethical elisions is not what MacLean does, 
despite her claims to “decode” libertarianism for a mass audience.8 Her sloppiness 
with sources leads to arguments that are at variance with her evidence, as when she 
claims, in perhaps the most widely noted example, that libertarian Tyler Cowan 
explicitly “recommended” changing American political institutions and weakening 
constitutional checks and balances.9 Rather than reading her sources, MacLean is 
read by them: her exegeses make clear the assumptions which guide her approach.

Publishing, History, Economics

How did all this happen? Conservative intellectual history has been a ªourishing ¥eld 
for decades, with avowed liberals among its best-known and widely respected practi-
tioners. Historians of economics have been pouring out detailed discussions of semi-
nal ¥gures in the ¥eld, creating a vast literature that can help orient any outsider. 
While the ¥eld has its own controversies, most have been matters of interpretation 
and perspective, rather than the very basic evidentiary critiques that have been raised 
of MacLean. This trend has in many ways brought the ¥elds of history and economics 
together, as historians have recognized the powerful role economics has played in 
adjudicating questions about state and market in the twentieth century. Those econo-
mists, like Buchanan, who continued to write books or engaged in political advocacy 
have been of particular interest, given their apparent accessibility. And the interest of 
historians in economics has been a lifeline to those economists who wish their ¥eld 
were more self-reªective.

What historians have to offer, at base, is the insistence that economics remains a 
humanistic endeavor rather than a purely scienti¥c quest. It is a claim that few of the 
great economists of the past would have doubted, but meets resistance today, when 
economics aspires to retain the power and prestige built over the past half-century 
upon its claims to be a science. Yet the ¥eld now teeters in a paradox; at the apex of 
power, yet faulted for cataclysms like 2008. Free market economists in Buchanan’s 
mold are in perhaps the hardest bind of all, pushed aside by the Republican voters 
they had once assumed shared their intellectual and ideological commitments. Histo-
rians should have more to offer in this moment than spite and bile.

8. Nancy MacLean interviewed by Jeff Schechtman, “The Intellectual Underpinning of a 
‘Mean’ Republican Party,” June 16, 2017, WhoWhatWhy Podcast, whowhatwhy.org/2017/06/16 
/intellectual-underpinning-mean-republican-party.

9. medium.com/@russroberts/nancy-maclean-owes-tyler-cowen-an-apology-e6277ee75eb3.
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Perhaps the ultimate explanation is that McLean was not trying to bridge academic 
¥elds, but to take a political message to a broader public audience. Her hyperbolic and 
breathless introduction and conclusion, for instance, seem geared toward the casual 
bookstore browser, and her book has been marketed as companion reading to New 
Yorker writer Jane Mayer’s Dark Money: The Hidden History Behind the Rise of the 
Radical Right. Reaching the elusive general reader has long been the ultimate dream 
of ambitious historians. MacLean offers new wine; the assurance that one’s enemies 
have always been craven.

In the end, Democracy in Chains is characterized by a fundamental lack of curios-
ity. The book is disconnected from not just economics or political theory, but from all 
social sciences. Its citations draw almost exclusively from recently published books 
about American social or labor history. As such, it bears witness to an alarming paro-
chialism. The narrative of American history it presents is insular and highly politi-
cized, laying out a drama of good versus evil with little attention paid to the larger 
worlds—global, economic, or intellectual—in which the story nests. Ultimately it is 
not a book of scholarship, but of partisanship, written to reinforce existing divides 
and con¥rm existing biases. As such it will not stand the test of time, but will stand 
rather as testimony to its time.

Jennifer Burns, Stanford University 
10.1215/00182702-7023786
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